An experimental investigation of low-and medium-mass ion acceleration from resistively heated thin foil targets, irradiated by picosecond laser pulses at intensities up to 5 × 10 20 W cm −2 , is reported. It is found that the spectral distributions of ions, up to multi-MeV/nucleon energies, accelerated from the rear surface of the target are broadly consistent with previously reported measurements made at intensities up to 5 × 10 19 W cm −2 . Properties of the backward-directed beams of ions accelerated from the target front surface are also measured, and it is found that, compared with the rear surface, higher ion numbers and charges, and similar ion energies are produced. Additionally, the scaling of the maximum ion energy as a function of ion charge and laser intensity are measured and compared with the predictions of a numerical model.
Introduction
In recent years the application of ultra-intense (>10 19 W cm −2 ) laser pulses to drive multiMeV proton and heavier ion acceleration has generated a lot of international interest [1] [2] [3] . High quality beams of ions with ultra-low emittance have been measured, from the rear surface of thin foil targets [4, 5] , and recently it has been demonstrated that it is possible to produce quasi-monoenergetic beams of ions [6] [7] [8] [9] .
The acceleration of multiply-charged ions has been investigated using long (∼ns) and, recently, short (ps and sub-ps) laser pulses-see [1, 2] and references therein. Heavy ions, for example Ta and Au of ion charge states up to 38+ and 33+, respectively, with energy of the order of 1 MeV, were demonstrated at subrelativistic intensities of ∼5 × 10 16 W cm −2 using terawatt laser pulses with 1 ps duration [10, 11] . The main acceleration mechanism of the backward-directed ions investigated in these studies is skin-layer ponderomotive acceleration (S-LPA) [12] . Multiply charged fast ions generated by ultra-intense laser pulses have also been investigated, for both forward- [13] [14] [15] [16] and backward-directed beams [17, 18] . The target normal sheath acceleration (TNSA) mechanism has been proposed to explain forwarddirected ion acceleration at the rear surface [19] . Compared with subrelativistic intensity laser pulses, higher ion energies, up to ∼5 MeV/nucleon, are observed with ultra-intense pulses, although high numbers of ions of high charge states are recorded in both cases.
In this paper we report a characterization of low-and medium-mass ion acceleration from thin palladium target foils, heated to reduce hydrogen-containing surface contaminations, and irradiated at ultra-high intensities up to 5 × 10 20 W cm −2 using picosecond pulses from a petawatt-class laser. We verify that many of the main properties of the rear surface ion beam are similar to measurements reported previously for lower intensities. We extend the study to include a characterization of ion acceleration at the target front, and also report on measurements and modelling of the scaling of the maximum ion energy with charge and with laser intensity.
Experimental method
The petawatt beam line of the Vulcan laser at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, UK, is used in this experiment. It is a Nd:glass laser (wavelength 1.05 µm) which can deliver pulses with energy up to 500 J in 0.5 ps duration. Pulse energies and durations in the range 40 to 375 J (on target) and 1 to 8 ps (FWHM), respectively, are used. The pulse duration was controlled by moving a grating in the pulse stretcher. An f/3 off-axis parabolic mirror is used to focus the p-polarized laser pulses onto palladium target foils at a 45
• angle of incidence. The peak laser pulse intensity is varied between 5 × 10 19 and 5 × 10 20 W cm −2 . The measured ratio of the level of the amplified spontaneous emission (ASE) relative to the peak intensity is 10 −7 at a few nanoseconds and 10 −6 at a few picoseconds prior to the peak of the pulse. As ASE-induced radiation heating and shock waves can affect the TNSA mechanism [20] [21] [22] , a fixed target thickness of 25 µm is chosen to minimize these effects, whilst ensuring efficient transport of hot electrons through the target to establish the sheath on the rear surface.
Identical Thomson ion spectrometers are positioned on both sides of the target, along the axis normal to the surface and at ±10
• from the target normal in the plane of incidence. The spectrometers have parallel electric and magnetic fields to separate ions with different charge-to-mass ratios (q/m) into energy-dispersed tracks. The peak magnetic field is 0.6 T and the electrostatic field varies from 3.0 to 0.3 kV mm −1 over a distance of 200 mm [23] . The solid angles defined by the entrance apertures to the spectrometers are in the range 5 × 10 −9 to 2 × 10 −8 Sr. A CR-39 plastic track detector is positioned in the dispersion plane of each spectrometer to record the ion q/m and energy distributions. CR-39 is insensitive to electrons and photons, and is 100% efficient at detecting ions with energy above ∼100 keV and below a limit defined by the thickness of the plastic. The 1 mm-thick CR-39 used in this experiment detects protons with energy up to ∼10 MeV and carbon, oxygen and palladium ions with energy up to 19, 22 and 47 MeV/nucleon, respectively. Higher energy ions (with range longer than 1 mm) pass through the CR-39 without leaving clear tracks. Each ion stopped in the CR-39 damages the plastic and after etching in NaOH solution a corresponding 'pit' (of typical diameter in the range 5-20 µm) is observed. An automated scanning microscope with pit recognition and analysis software [24] is used to digitize the spatial distribution of the pits. Ions of a given q/m produce a single signature parabolic track of pits in the CR-39. The measured tracks are identified by matching them to simulated ion trajectories, using the known electric and magnetic field distributions in the spectrometers, and the ion energy spectra extracted.
Under vacuum conditions typical of experiments of this type (∼10 −5 mbar), hydrocarbons and water vapour form thin contamination layers on the target surface, providing a source of protons, and carbon and oxygen ions. Having the largest q/m, protons are accelerated more effectively than other, heavier, ions. The protons at the leading edge of the ion front screen the accelerating field acting on the heavier ions [13] , and previous studies have shown that these ions are more efficiently accelerated when the source of the protons is removed [13, 14, 18] . Target heating has been shown to be an effective method [14] for reducing the hydrogenated contamination layers on the surfaces of the target and we adopt this technique to ensure uniform cleaning of both target surfaces. The targets are resistively heated to 1000
• C for 10 minutes immediately prior to and during the laser shot. In agreement with previous observations, we find that under these conditions ions heavier than protons are efficiently accelerated. Large numbers of palladium and oxygen ions are observed, together with weak traces of carbon ions.
Results

Comparison of front and rear surface ion acceleration
We measure the energy and charge distributions of ions detected in the spectrometers positioned at the front and rear sides of the target, for a range of laser pulse parameters, and observe similar maximum energies (multi-MeV/nucleon) of ions accelerated in both directions. Ions with charge states up to O 6+ and Pd 18+ , which correspond to closed shell electron configurations, are measured in the rear spectrometers at the highest laser intensity (5×10 20 W cm −2 ). Because a 25 µm Pd target foil will stop oxygen and palladium ions of ∼5.3 and ∼7.8 MeV/nucleon, respectively, we assume that all ions detected in the rear spectrometers are accelerated from the rear surface. Assuming field ionization by barrier suppression is the dominant ionization mechanism at the rear surface [13] , a field strength of ∼2 × 10 12 V m −1 is needed to produce the observed ions [25] . Ions with much higher charge states are observed in the spectrometers positioned at the front side of the target, including fully stripped oxygen and up to Pd 30+ . These higher charge state ions are likely produced by the intense fields in the laser pulse itself or through collisional ionization in the hot plasma generated there [26] .
We find that the shapes of the ion energy spectra measured at the front and at the rear of the target are broadly similar. Example spectra for selected charge states of oxygen and palladium are shown in figures1(a) and (b), respectively. These spectra were measured along the target normal axis at the front of a heated Pd foil irradiated by a 122 J, 1 ps laser pulse. The spectra exhibit features similar to those previously reported [14, 16, 17] . Notably, the energy distribution shifts to higher energies with increasing charge. The energy spectra of the lower charge state ions are typically broad, Maxwellian-like, distributions and the higher charges exhibit plateau-like distributions which partially overlap the spectra of the lower charge state ions. Integrations of the energy spectra for all the measured charge states of palladium and oxygen for this representative laser shot are shown in figure 1(c) and (d) for the rear and front, respectively. Similarly to Schreiber et al [16] , we find that the integrated spectra for ions at the rear of the target can be fitted with a double exponential distribution. The mean energies of the colder and hotter parts of the integrated spectra are ∼0.1 MeV/nucleon and 
∼0.35
MeV/nucleon, respectively, for both the oxygen and palladium ions. The mean energy of the colder part of the corresponding integrated spectra at the front is also ∼0.1 MeV/nucleon, but the spectra depart from the double exponential distribution at high energies. The high energy component results from the higher charged ions produced at the front, with energy distributions shifted to higher energies.
An example of the measured variation of the maximum detected ion energy, E max , and the total energy of each ion species, E tot , as a function of q/m are plotted in figures 2(a) and (b), respectively. A similar scaling of both E max and E tot are observed on both sides of the target. The total energy in the portion of the ion beam sampled along the target normal at the target front is more than a factor of 5 higher than that measured along target normal at the rear (69 J Sr −1 compared with 13 J Sr −1 ). We do not measure the spatial profile of the ion beam. However, measurement of the spatial profile of proton emission from unheated 25 µm thick Al targets, using dosimetry film, reveals a beam size corresponding to ∼0.25 Sr at the rear of the target (for protons with energy of ∼5 MeV). Assuming a similar, or slightly smaller divergence for heavier ions (as reported by Brambrink et al [15] ), yields an estimated conversion efficiency of laser to ion energy at the target rear of ∼3%. This is consistent with reported measurements of conversion efficiency into protons from unheated Al targets under the same laser conditions [27] . A corresponding estimate of the conversion efficiency at the front surface is not made due to asymmetry in the spatial profile of the proton and ion beam, as discussed below. We note, from our measurements, that typically between 70% and 80% of Figure 2 . (a) Maximum ion energy, E max , and (b) total integrated ion energy, E tot , as a function of charge-to-mass ratio, measured along the target normal axis at the front and rear sides of a heated palladium target irradiated by a 122 J, 1 ps, 2 × 10 20 W cm −2 laser pulse. Similar maximum ion energies are measured on both sides of the target, while higher charges and total ion energies are measured at the front surface. The error bars are determined from the energy resolution of the spectrometer. The filled symbols with lines in (a) are results from numerical PIC simulations using the model described in the main text. The green points (stars with line) result when the ion charge distribution approximates the measured charge distribution, and the black points (dots with line) result when ion population is equally distributed across all charges. Also shown in (a) are the predictions of the analytical model described by Schreiber et al [33] for sheath radii of 30 µm (cyan dashed line) and 100 µm (cyan dot-dash line). (c) Results from numerical PIC simulations involving only two charges (with equal population), Pd 5+ and Pd q+ where q is varied from 8 to 20. The maximum energy of the higher q/m ion increases with increasing charge, whereas the energy of the lower q/m ion decreases.
the total ion energy is carried by palladium ions, with the reminder as ions from contaminants, principally oxygen.
A number of acceleration mechanisms may contribute to efficient backward-directed ion acceleration from the target front surface. It has been shown that S-LPA is an efficient mechanism of backward ion acceleration [10] [11] [12] , and this mechanism may contribute to the ion acceleration at the front of the target observed here. A Debye sheath is formed at the front surface of the target (in addition to the rear) and this may also contribute to the observed backward-directed ions, by a mechanism similar to TNSA. Because significant refluxing of electrons within the target foil [28] is expected (the distance travelled by relativistic electrons during the laser pulse duration, ∼300 µm, is much larger than twice the target thickness), the quasistatic electric fields formed on both surfaces will be enhanced. It is expected that the larger plasma density gradient scale length at the front surface, compared with the rear, would result in lower maximum ion energies [29] . A steepening of the density gradient at the focus of the ultra-intense laser pulse may however aid front surface acceleration. Ion acceleration may also be aided by electron stochastic heating within the preformed plasma at the front surface [30] .
Although, as discussed above, no direct measurement of the spatial profile of the ion beam is made, measurement of ion emission at ±10
• relative to the target normal axis on both sides of the targets enables partial characterization of the angular emission of ions from the target. Consistently we observe that similar numbers and maximum energies of ions are detected in both off-axis spectrometers at the target rear, and we conclude that the beam of ions emitted from the target rear surface is centred on the target normal axis, as expected from the TNSA mechanism [19] . By contrast, we typically observe asymmetry in the ion beam profile at the target front, particularly for the longer pulse duration measurements (greater than 3 ps), for which the beam is shifted towards the axis of the incoming laser beam. The 'shape' of the ablated plume on the target front surface, in which the hot electron cloud expands to establish the sheath field, is subject to processes such as 'hole-boring' in which the relativistic critical density surface at the focus of the laser pulse is pushed inwards (into the target), whilst the ablated plume expands outwards into vacuum. This is further complicated due to the 45
• angle of laser incidence onto target.
Ion energy scaling as a function of charge
In order to determine to what extent the measured scaling of ion energy with charge ( figure 2(a) ) is predicted by numerical modelling and how it depends on the initial charge state distribution, we model the ion expansion from the target rear surface using a one dimensional explicit particle-in-cell (PIC) code [31] . A linear interpolation is used for particle and grid weighting and the electric field obeys Gauss' Law. The simulation space involves a grid of 20 000 spatial points with a cell size of 2 nm. The target has a thickness of 4 µm, with a top-hat density profile (i.e. initially sharp interfaces) and an ion density of 2 × 10 28 m −3 (i.e. ∼0.3 times the density of Pd). The electron density is set to give overall charge neutrality. The 'laser' pulse has a sin 2 envelope function, with pulse duration 200 fs (FWHM), wavelength 1 µm and intensity equal to 2 × 10 20 W cm −2 . These parameters are chosen to keep the electron density sufficiently low so that the simulation run-time is feasible, and so that the pulse duration and target thickness are scaled by a similar order. The dynamics of six ion species with a mass of 1.78 × 10 −25 kg ( 106 Pd) and charges 3, 5, 8, 11, 19 and 23 are modelled in each simulation.
Results from two of the simulations are shown in figure 2(a) . The green symbols (stars with line) represent the result when the input charge population distribution closely matches the measured distribution, and the black symbols (dots with line) represent the result when the ion population is equally distributed across the six charges sampled. We note that, as expected, the charge distribution influences the energy scaling as a function of charge, but that both results broadly reproduce the measured scaling (blue squares), with good agreement particularly for the lowest and highest charges.
To further investigate the interplay between the acceleration of ions with different charges, and in particular the screening effect of high charge ions on the field acting on lower q/m ions, we perform a series of simulation runs with an equal mixture of Pd 5+ and one other Pd ion charge state in the range 8 to 20. The absolute energy in the results for this set of simulations is overestimated because a much thinner target (1 µm) is used to enhance particle statistics. Nevertheless, the results, shown in figure 2(c), illustrate that an increase in energy of the higher q/m species is observed as its charge increases, whilst the energy of the low q/m ion (Pd 5+ ) experiences a decrease in maximum energy. A higher charge results in a higher maximum energy for the highest q/m species [32] . Since the field decays as 1/ω pi t, where ω pi (the ion plasma frequency) ∝ √ q [32] , with increasing q/m the electric field decays more rapidly and the lower q/m species (Pd 5+ ) is accelerated to successively lower energy. In this way the ion energy scaling with q/m is likely to be a complicated function of the ionization dynamics, and as we illustrate in figure 2(a) , the ionization charge distribution.
We note that Schreiber et al [33] describes an analytical model which, although does not include screening effects nor consider the ionization charge distribution, gives good agreement with experimental measurements of ion acceleration as a function of charge, in the intensity range up to 6 × 10 19 W cm −2 . We apply this model to determine the predicted scaling of the maximum ion energies as a function of q/m for the laser parameters explored in the present study, and find that the predicted energies are higher than experimentally observed, as shown in the example measurement in figure 2(a) . We note however that a sheath radius of 30 µm is used in the model (calculated based on the laser focal spot size and the cone angle of electron transport within the target). When we increase the sheath radius to 100 µm we obtain a much better fit to our experimental data for 1 ps pulse duration (as also shown in figure 2(a) ), whereas a sheath radius of the order of 500 µm is required to provide a good fit to the data for the longer pulse duration of 8 ps. This is consistent with the idea of increased lateral spreading of the electron sheath [34] due to the increased number of cycles of refluxing electrons for the longer pulse duration.
Ion scaling as a function of laser intensity
We investigate the scaling of the maximum energies of oxygen and palladium ions accelerated as a function of laser intensity in the range 5 × 10 19 to 5 × 10 20 W cm −2 . Specifically, over a series of six shots, we vary the laser energy from 40 to 375 J for a fixed pulse duration of 1 ps, and also vary the pulse duration from 1 to 8 ps for approximately constant laser pulse energy (345 ± 30 J). Figure 3 shows the scaling of the maximum detected energy, E max , of sample oxygen and palladium ions at the target rear. The highest q/m ion that we observe for all six shots is O 3+ , and we measure a clear increase in the maximum energy of this ion with increasing laser intensity. We find no systematic change in the scaling observed for different q/m ions individually when applying simple power fits. Furthermore, we find that the mean value of the exponents of the individual power fits is 0.5. This suggests that the maximum detected ion energy is proportional to the fast electron temperature (∝ (I λ 2 ) ), independent of q/m. The same scaling has been reported for proton maximum energies for similar laser conditions [17, 27, 35] , and for heliumlike carbon and fluorine ions at laser intensities up to ∼5 × 10 19 W cm −2 [14] .
Changing the laser intensity produces two main effects: (1) a change in temperature of the fast electrons, and (2) a change in the population distribution of the ionization states. Mora [32] argues that the electric field at the ion front is proportional to the square root of the fast electron temperature. The maximum energy of all ions experiencing this field should therefore be proportional to the fast electron temperature (∝ (I λ 2 ) ). Our results indicate that to a good approximation this is true even for the case of multiple ion species. To investigate this numerically, we perform a series of simulations with an equal mixture of Pd 17+ and Pd 10+ , for laser intensities in the range 5 × 10 19 to 4 × 10 20 W cm −2 . As before a 1 µm thick target is used and hence the absolute energies are overestimated. Nevertheless, we find that the maximum energies of both ions scale with laser intensity with a power fit exponent of close to 0.5, in good agreement with the experimental results, as shown in figure 3(b) .
Although we observe the production of higher q/m ions as the laser intensity is increased (up to O 6+ at 5 × 10 20 W cm −2 ), we note that the numbers of these higher charged ions are small. We conclude that, within the experimental parameters of this study, any changes to the maximum energies of low q/m ions resulting from changes to the population distribution of the ionization states, with increasing laser intensity, are small in comparison with the overall increases in ion energies due to the rise in the fast electron temperature.
Summary
We have experimentally investigated low-and medium-mass ion acceleration driven by petawatt-class laser pulse interactions with resistively heated target foils. This is the first comparative study of the acceleration of highly charged ions in the forward and backward directions in this ultra-high intensity regime. We have found that ions are accelerated to multi-MeV/nucleon energies in both directions, and that larger numbers and higher charges of ions are accelerated from the target front surface. We note that the charge states of the ions measured at the target front with 1 ps laser pulses focused to >10 20 W cm −2 are similar to measurements with 1 ps pulses at much lower intensities of <10 17 W cm −2 [10] , but that the maximum energies of the ions are much higher for the higher laser intensities.
We have also investigated scaling of the maximum energy of ions accelerated at the target rear surface as a function of ion charge-to-mass ratio and laser pulse intensity. In both cases we find that the measured scaling is reproduced by a numerical model. We conclude from our measurements and simulations that although changes to the population distribution of ionized states influences the maximum energies to which each ion species is accelerated, this does not have a dominant effect when compared with changes in the fast electron temperature. The ionization dynamics giving rise to the observed scaling will be the subject of future investigation.
